
Foundational Scripture: Proverbs 4:7

Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore get wisdom: and with all thy getting get understanding.

           

 KNOWLEDGE  (Seed)

NOTES:  Logos form or “Seed-form”; acquisition of data; purely informational truth at this time. This is the two-

  edged sword that Hebrews 4:12 speaks of “piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and

  of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart.”  Internal operation of

  the Word of God.

 UNDERSTANDING  (Time)

NOTES:  Rhema form or “fully persuaded” form (Romans 4:20, 21); Processing of the acquired data.  Comes

  by meditation of the data (Logos).  This becomes the “renewed mind” portion of the soul / natural mind.

 “Rest” is the result (Hebrews 4:10).

 WISDOM  (Harvest)

NOTES:  Application of the KNOWN Word of God.  The Holy Spirit guides us into the proper way of using the

  Rhema Word against / in the situation.  (Jesus knew God’s Will and willingness to heal, but operated in

  that Rhema in various ways: spoke to the disease, laid hands on, made clay, spit on… etc.)  This is the

  “sickle” that Mark 4:26-29 talks about and the “Sword of the Spirit” of Ephesians 6.  Reaping the results.
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Comes through the avenue

of MEDITATION* and

“Renews” the mind to

the Word of God.  It’s the

“seeking first” of Mt. 6:33

Joshua 1:8

Psalm 1:2

Ps. 119:11, 18, 27, 34, 97

Proverbs 4:20-23

Proverbs 23:7

Romans 12:2

*Denotes Confession also

Putting the “Sickle” in, or

applying the “Sword of the

Spirit”, to the circumstance

properly; “knowing the

right time & right way to

reap it”.

Mark 4:26-29

Ephesians 6:17

Ecclesiastes 8:5

Gathering of

information:

Psalm 119:130

Mark 4:10-33

Hebrews 4:12,13

Applying* that Rhema to the mountain

or the circumstance in your life:

(*Demonstrated in Speech or Action)

(Both Logos and

Rhema are Greek

words for the word

“word” in the New

Testament; each are

different in meaning.)
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    KNOWLEDGE      UNDERSTANDING WISDOM

           (SEED)  (TIME)             (HARVEST)

Romans 4:19-21       Consider not Stagger not   Being fully persuaded

Psalm 1:1-3      Separated (v1)           Saturated (v2)        Situated (v3)

Galatians 1:15,16         Separated           Son Revealed       Confer not with

        flesh & blood

2 Peter 1:19           Light  Day Dawn Day Star

Joshua 1:8         Meditate           Observe to do        Prosperous Life
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